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In this guide we hope to help you to determine and narrow down the 
options for your information products to get started quicker.

Now there are a lot of options to choose from, and we won’t be able 
to cover them all within this guide.  We will cover the most important 
topics and give you ideas to help determine the rest of the details. 
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FREE or FEE?
One of the first things to consider is whether or not you are giving 

away these items for free, or selling them for a fee?  Below are some 
things to think about for both.

FREE

FEE

A free item is great for many reasons; driving traffic, giving a sample, 
educating/informing, establishing credibility, or moving the free line.  
Sometimes free items are offered digitally as an e-book, online video, 
or something else that has a low or rela-
tively low cost, but a physical info prod-
uct can also be given away free when 
meeting someone in person, exhibiting 
at a trade show, or as a leave behind 
item after an appointment.  Even with a 
free item, it is important to consider the 
perceived value, because a lot of the time it is the first impression.  We 
recommend to keep it low cost so you don’t go broke, but still good 
quality to leave a good impression with your customer.  

When charging a fee for your physical 
information product one very important 
thing you will want to consider what the 
perceived value is or should be to your 
customer.  If the content is going to sell 
for a lower price point then it is okay to 
use lower perceived value packaging, 

but if you plan on selling for much higher price point you will want to 
make sure the perceived value of everything matches the price point 
of what is inside the pretty packaging. 
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What Type of Media?
There has never been such a large variety of different types of media 

to choose from than now.  We are going to do our best to help deter-
mine the reasons why you would need to choose one type of media 
over another, and possibly remove some myths that are out there.

CDs are only for Audio, right?  No, actually a CD is a very versatile 
medium that can hold documents, audio files, video files, and so much 
more.  Also a CD can be authored with HTML pages so it acts like a 
website, but it only accesses the data that is on the CD.  

DVDs are only for Video, right?   No, 
just like the CD is thought to only be 
able to have audio, a DVD is confused 
with only having Videos.  DVDs are 
similar to CDs except that a standard 
DVD holds 4.7GB, and a CD holds up to 
700MB.

USBs or just for free promo things to 
have a logo imprinted on them, right?  
No, USB drives can be very versatile to do some things similar to CDs 
and DVDs, and there are more storage capacity options.

One of the biggest differences between the types of media is the 
amount of storage space.  Considering how much content you will 
have will help to narrow down which media to use.   One of the other 
things to consider is what will be the intended use, and it just happens 
that this is the next thing we are going to cover, so please read on.
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Intended Use?
Another thing to consider is what is the intended use for your prod-

uct? Is it to be used on the computer, DVD player, car CD player, or all 
of them? Below are some pros and cons for both.

Computer

DVD Player

Is the user going to need to have your train-
ing/material on a computer?  Consider this as 
the intended use if you are planning for the 
user to have some interaction in the training, 
which could be looking up a website, printing 
pages, filling out forms, etc.

Also consider if they will need to use the 
computer while watching the training.  If so, 
it may be better to have videos available to watch on a DVD player so 
they can simultaneously watch and work on the training being taught.

Couches and popcorn go hand in hand with watching DVDs on a TV 
through a DVD player, and people prefer these comforts when watch-
ing content.  This can be a major factor when planning your product.  

Allowing your users to be conveniently com-
fortable while learning from your knowledge 
can potentially reduce return rates.  Again, it’s 
just one thing to consider when planning what 
the intended use will be for your info product.

Car Audio
One more thing to consider is whether 

the intended use is playback  in a standard 
CD player, like in someone’s car.  Another 
convenient method to absorb training ma-
terial is to listen in the car.  We will point 
out in further detail some specifics with 
audio CDs, but make it a point to consider 
if an audio portion of training is to be also delivered on a CD.
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Data, Video, or DVD-ROM?
As we mentioned earlier a DVD is versatile, and 

actually the abbreviation DVD stands for Digital 
Versatile Disc.  With it being so versatile, it some-
times causes confusion as to how to best use this 
media. 

From a raw Data perspective a standard DVD 
holds up to 4.7GB of data.  There are 1024MB in 
a GB, and that makes it 4,812.8MB of storage on 
a standard DVD.  This can be a whole lot of PDF 
files, some MP3 files, or a combination of data and 

video.

From a DVD Video perspective a standard 
DVD can hold up to 2 hours of standard 
definition compressed video.  A lot of the 
time the video does not have to be that 
length and can still fill up a DVD, and that’s 

because the compression of the video can be changed to allow for 
higher quality output.  Also consider any menus 
or extras as these can take up some storage 
space on a DVD.  

If you want a DVD to hold data files in addition 
to your DVD video it can be done by making it 
a DVD-ROM.  With a DVD-ROM to play in a DVD 
player it will see the authored DVD video including the menus and 
such, but it can also be put into a computer to be able to have access 
to the “ROM” content which can be downloadable files that comple-
ment the DVD video.  There are a lot of technical details that are 
involved with making a DVD product, and we do not expect you to be 
an expert at all those details.  
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CD Audio or MP3?
CD Audio and MP3 are types of files.  There are benefits and draw-

backs to both, and we’ll try to highlight these here.

CD Audio files will play in any CD player, so this is a huge benefit.  If 
there is a chance of your customers 
using the CD in an older car player or 
even an older CD player or boom box, 
CD Audio is the way to ensure play-
ability.  The drawback to CD Audio files 
is that you’ll only get about 74 minutes 
on a CD.  A good rule of thumb is an 
hour on a CD, and that leaves you just 
a little extra room—just in case it’s 
needed.

Many people think of MP3 files in regards to music, but it can also be 
any other sound file.  The benefit of the MP3 file is that there is greater 
compression than CD Audio files so you can pack a lot of sound on 
a single CD.  The downside is that not every CD player will be able to 
read MP3 files.  These files are actually 
data files, so if you know your custom-
er will be playing the discs through a 
computer or on the latest & greatest 
players, playability should not be an 
issue.  However, if you are unsure of 
the equipment your customer will be 
using, don’t be surprised if some of 
your customers are not able to play an MP3 CD.

The real issue to consider is playability.  To be absolutely sure every-
one will be able to play the audio CD, CD Audio files are the way to go.
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Duplicated or Replicated?
Now that you’ve decided on a CD or DVD and the type of files you 

will use, it’s time to think about the copies.  Should they be replicated 
or duplicated?  Is one method the “right” way and the other “wrong?” 

Duplication and replication are both methods of making copies 
of optical media (CDs & DVDs).  Replication is a process of injection 
molding with a stamper created from the disc master.  In replication, 
the data is “built in” to the CD as the disc is formed.  Duplication is the 
process of burning the data onto a preformed “blank” disc.  The end 
result both give you discs with data, 
but there are still some differences to 
consider.

For short runs (less than 500), 
duplication is a great option.  There is 
no need to create a stamper and the 
process is relatively quick.  There are 
several options for disc artwork such 
as color thermal print, color labels, 
and black thermal print.  Most players do not have a problem with 
reading CD-Rs or DVDRs anymore.  However, if there is a chance that 
your customer is going to be using an old player, playback issues are a 

possibility. 

For runs of 500 and more replication 
is an economical option.  The turn 
time varies, but a replication job can 
usually be completed in less than 10 
days.  Print options include silk-screen 
or offset printing.  There is little con-
cern with playability with replicated 

discs, however software and player incompatibilities do sometimes 
exist and these incompatibilities cannot be “fixed” by changing from 
duplication to replication or vice versa.  
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Standard or Custom?
When you start thinking about packaging your info product, packag-

ing will be something you want to spend 
some time considering.  Packaging will 
be something that most people will no-
tice and it will be a part of your product 
(and company) image.  That said, stan-
dard packaging is still a viable option 
and there are many standard items that 
will provide a professional look for your 
product.  The added benefit with stan-

dard packaging is cost.  Standard options are typically more economi-
cal than custom pieces, and still many standard options can be semi-
customized with printed inserts, wraps and even the artwork on your 
discs.

Custom packaging options can really 
make a statement of quality and per-
ceived value, however custom pieces 
can have some additional charges 
such as a die charge as well as having 
a possible longer turn time.  These can 
be very minimal issues if the outcome 
meets what you are looking for in your 
finished product, and it is planned for in your budget and time frame.  
Make it a point to discuss this with us to help you make a decision 
about which is the better choice for you and your product.

Lifespan of the disc is also a consideration…while the exact years for 
the lifespan of a replicated and duplicated disc varies depending on 
the source, what is agreed upon is that replicated discs have a lon-
ger lifespan than duplicated discs.  Duplicated discs use dye which is 
altered by the laser (burning the data) and over time the dye can fade 
and thus affect the playability of the discs.

When trying to decide between the two think about the follow-
ing items. How many discs are needed? How quickly do you need 
them?  Will these discs be used repeatedly, used for a long time or 
occasionally?
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Paper or Plastic? or Both?
There was a time when you 

went to the grocery store and 
the clerk would ask you if you 
wanted paper or plastic bags to 
be used to hold your groceries.  
Similar to that we want to give 
you some things to think about 
when considering your packag-
ing methods.  

Paper is a great choice be-
cause it can be customized and is probably the most cost effective way 
to have something custom printed.  You can have paper (or its thicker 
relative, cardboard) printed and formed into just about anything.  
Depending on the specifics there may be a minimum quantity needed 
to print up something custom, but 
there are many options now that 
could also include digital printing 
that can be a smaller startup run.

Plastic is another great choice 
because there are a lot of very sturdy 
stock solutions with plastic packag-
ing.  There are some plastic packag-
ing options that allow for the printed 
label on a disk to show through the 
clear plastic.  Sometimes a standard 
plastic type of packaging can be cus-
tomized with paper such as a printed 
cover for a DVD case, or the inserts 
that go into a Jewel case.  
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Printed or Digital Books?
Digital downloads are the “in” 

thing right now, but does that 
automatically make it the right for 
you and your customers?  When 
thinking about a printed or a 
digital book you’ll want to think 
about your target customer.  If 
you are catering to the hip crowd, 
they often want access to their 
purchase immediately and digital may be the way to go.  However if 
your clients are a bit older, they often want something tangible object 
when they make a purchase.  

Another consideration is your selling price point.  If you are offer-
ing a printed manual, you can charge more than if you are offering a 
download where the customer may have the paper and ink expense of 
printing it for him/herself.  

One concern we have come across is to make the assumption for 
your client’s preference, so a third option is to offer both.  Offer the 
digital book with a printed copy, or offer a free download with the 
purchase of the printed manual.

If you are making a decision based on being “green” for the environ-
ment, than there is some research that 
shows that the better option may be a 
printed version.  It has been studied that 
the data centers that host the “digital” ver-
sion actually leave a larger carbon foot-
print than a printed version that is using 
sustainable resources.  Not sure if this truly 
the only major deciding factor, but some-
thing to consider nonetheless.
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Self Ship or Use Fulfillment?
How valuable is your time or the time of your customer service 

staff?  The answer to this question 
may very well be the key in decid-
ing if you should self ship or use 
outsourced fulfillment services.  If 
you have a lot of stock, or if product 
is large or bulky, how much space 
will you need to store the product, 
and how much more to store your 
shipping materials?  Do you have an 

account set up with UPS or FedEx? Do you have an accurate postage 
scale to figure how much postage is needed for each particular ship-
ment?  What will you do with returned items?

If you consider that the space you have  might require renting a small 
storage unit, or that you may need to hire someone to help ship out 
your products, then it very well might be best to use outsourced fulfill-
ment services.  One customer had told me he got to a point where he 
had dreaded selling products because it meant having to find a box 
to fit the product, going to a storage 
unit, going to the post office, wait-
ing in those lines, and then following 
up with their customers to let them 
know it had shipped.  

Selling products shouldn’t be 
something you dread, it should be 
something you celebrate.  Ask your-
self questions like this to determine 
the best use of your time, and while we are discussing the other parts 
of your products, we can tell you a bit more about everything that’s 
included in our fulfillment services.
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Hopefully this Quick Start Guide has been helpful to determine some 
of the best routes in planning your information product empire.  Since 
this is just a quick synopsis of some scenarios, we don’t expect to have 
answered every question you may have.  

We have been working for over 27 years with clients like you who 
are doing projects like yours that are unique but have some similar as-
pects.  It would be safe to say that when you trust us to help plan your 
information products, you are working with one of the most reliable 
sources in the world on making and delivering information products.

Is it time to celebrate?  Well maybe, a little.  You are on the right path, 
and the next step is to contact us when you are ready to help turn your 
ideas into reality.

Conclusion?
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